Wolf Greenfield is proud to support the

Chinese Institute of Engineers-Seattle Chapter
Wolf Greenfield is among the 10 largest law firms in the country devoted
exclusively to intellectual property (IP) law and is proud to support clients
around the globe. With eight practice areas spanning five technical practice
groups (Biotechnology, Chemical & Materials Technologies, Electrical &
Computer Technologies, Mechanical Technologies, and Pharmaceutical), it is
difficult to match the expansive knowledge the firm has to offer. Wolf
Greenfield has over 150 IP legal professionals, more than 70% of whom have
advanced degrees (two-thirds of those holding PhDs), and more than half of
whom have industry experience.
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On behalf of Chinese Institute of Engineers / USASeattle (CIE/USA-SEA) Chapter, we warmly
welcome you to visit our 2020/2021 Program Book.
CIE-USA is a nation-wide, non-profit professional
organization that supports the pursue of academic
and professional excellence in the Asian American
community through educational and technical
programs. With over 100 years history and
experiences, CIE-USA and the Seattle Chapter have been serving the local communities with numerous annual
events.
We are one of the most active non-profit professional organizations in the Seattle area. CIE/USA-Seattle has
many wonderful volunteers who possess the passion to deliver quality programs and make positive impacts to
all age groups in the Seattle area. While our MathComp/MathFun events were impacted by the COVID-19, our
flagship and sponsored programs including Asian American Luminary Awards (AALA), Youth Scholarship,
Engineering seminars, Education seminars, Internship program, Mentorship program etc. still took place. AALA is
a platform to honor and celebrate outstanding Asian Americans within the Pacific Northwest region, for their
leadership, public services, and accomplishments. In current social environment, it is even more important to
promote and honor our Asian Community leaders. They are the role models for the entire Asian American
community and the American society. They are strong statement that Asian Americans are an integral part of
the society and their contributions to the society must be celebrated. We also want to congratulate our
scholarship award winners. Their accomplishments demonstrated their potential for becoming future leaders of
our society.
Our team continues to focus on building a sustainable growth for the organization through several initiatives.
We continue to strengthen our collaborations with other local professional organizations and universities. One
example is our partnership with the CareerUp Club, a fast-growing professional group, and have started the
Fireside Leadership Chat Series and Job Fairs. We have also partnered with Committee of 100, Seattle Chinese
Biomedical Association and other organizations for various events which we are continuing to develop.
On behalf of the CIE/USA-Seattle chapter, we sincerely thank our volunteers for their dedication and tireless
work. We also want to thank all our boards of directors and advisors for their guidance and coaching. Finally, we
want to pass on our gratitude towards all the sponsors and members for their great support. Thank you!

Angelina Huang

Gina Li

Angelina Huang

Dr. Gina Li

2020 President
2021 President
Chinese Institute of Engineers/USA – Seattle Chapter

Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
In every field of achievement, from science and technology to arts and athletics to business and
politics, Asian Americans are to be found, loyal to this country, adding to its diversity, and contributing
to its distinction. Like other Americans, they are proud of their ethnic heritage, guarantee America’s
paramount position leading and innovating for the world.
In 2018, CIE/USA-Seattle incepted its first Asian American Luminary Award (AALA) program as a
platform to honor and celebrate outstanding Asian American professionals and leaders with high
achievements and contributions in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) within
Pacific Northwest. CIE/USA-SEA is very proud to provide such a platform to recognize their remarkable
career achievements.
During the unprecedented pandemic years, we are committed to continue honoring and celebrating the
success of outstanding Asian American professionals and leaders. We successfully concluded our
2020 Third AALA Program with the selection of six outstanding recipients, followed by CIE AALA
Seminar Series featuring these recipients. In 2021, we selected five exceptional individuals. We
congratulate the following 2020/2021 AALA recipients on their leadership, achievements, and
contributions to our community.
We are so thankful for all the nominators for their participation in the program. Special thanks go to the
following Selection Committee members.
Prof. Jihui Yang (Chair)
Ms. Janice Zahn
Judge Mark Chow
Prof. Yinhai Wang
Dr. Yi-Min Wang

2020 AALA Selection Committee
University of Washington, Vice Dean of Engineering
Bellevue City Council
King County District Court
University of Washington
Microsoft

Prof. Jihui Yang (Chair)
Ms. Janice Zahn
Mr. Conrad Lee
Dr. Tia Benson-Tolle

2021 AALA Selection Committee
University of Washington, Vice Dean of Engineering
Bellevue City Council
Bellevue City Council
Boeing, Director

2020 CIE/SEA Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
Distinguished Asian American Public Service Award
Conrad Lee, Bellevue Former Mayor and City Councilmember since
1994 was born in China, brought up by a widowed mother, attended
Diocesan Boys School in Hong Kong, came to the United States to
attend Seattle Pacific College and graduated from University of
Michigan with a degree in electrical engineering and an MBA from
University of Washington. He is married to Winnie and has two Children
and three grand-daughters.
He has lived in Bellevue since 1967, working for Boeing on the design of
the first 747 and aero-space technology sales/transfer. He worked as a
stockbroker, for METRO and Seattle Solid Waste Utility before elected
as the first minority councilmember in 1993 and then mayor of City of
Conrad Lee
Bellevue. He has always been actively engaged and involved in
Service member and Former Mayor community organizations and activities especially those relating to the
engineering profession, his children, philanthropy and politics.
City of Bellevue, Washington
He served as President of Society of Chinese Engineers and served as its first Chairperson of Board of
Directors. He was involved with a number of Chinese/Asian political and community organizations serving in
various capacities with the aim of promoting visibility and recognition of our contributions to the American
society through engagement and providing value to the greater community, thus gaining recognition and
respect to have influence on the policies that affect all our lives. He believes in everyone having a seat at the
table, otherwise you will just be part of the menu.
He founded a non-profit PATHWAY Foundation (www.pathwayus.org) to promote and encourage young
people in community/civic engagement through internship and hands-on projects.
He was appointed by President George W. Bush to the position of Region 10 Administrator of the U. S. Small
Business Administration. He brought the SBA resources and assistance from a difficult-to-access bureaucracy
to an easy-to-access retail to serve every small business, including minorities, women and other
disadvantaged.
As the longest tenured councilmember of City of Bellevue, he has served in many positions and capacities at
various governmental levels from federal to local representing all the people especially those who are
underserved and under-represented. He champions people and issues that may not be popular and not heard.
He is a fiscal hawk and staunch supporter of cutting government waste and spending and keeping taxes low.

2020 CIE/SEA Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
Asian American Service and Leadership Award
Nelson Dong is a senior partner with the Dorsey & Whitney law firm
in its Seattle office, heads its National Security Law Group and is cohead of its Asia Group. He advises companies, professional societies
and universities and research organizations on export controls,
economic sanctions, national security and other international
technology and trade law matters. He is a frequent author and
teacher on international trade and investment and technology-related
legal issues and has been an adjunct professor of international law at
the Seattle University Law School.
Nelson was a White House Fellow and Special Assistant to U.S.
Attorney General Griffin B. Bell during the Carter Administration. He
later served as Deputy Associate Attorney General at the U.S.
Department of Justice, responsible for international and national
security matters, and as a federal prosecutor in Boston. He has also
twice been an export control policy advisor to the U.S. Department of
Commerce.

Nelson Dong
Partner
Dorsey & Whitney LLP

He is an Adjunct Fellow at the East-West Center in Honolulu, a director of the National Committee on
U.S.-China Relations in New York City and the Washington State China Relations Council in Seattle,
and an active member of the Council on Foreign Relations and the Committee of 100. He has been an
invited guest speaker for leading Asian American groups such as the Chinese Institute of Engineers, the
Society of Asian Scientists and Engineers, the Chinese American Citizens Alliance, the Organization of
Chinese Americans and United Chinese Americans.
Nelson is a graduate of Stanford University and the Yale Law School and has been a trustee of Stanford
University, being the first Asian American to serve in that capacity. He was also elected by his peers as
President of the White House Fellows Alumni Association and Foundation. Long active in local, state
and national bar association activities, Nelson has been recognized by the National Asian Pacific
American Bar Association with its “Trailblazer” award for his many legal achievements and his extensive
public service and leadership.
Nelson was born and raised in Sacramento, California. His parents were immigrants from rural
Guangdong Province in China and operated a small neighborhood grocery store where Nelson began
working at the age of 10. He is married to Diane Wong and has two adult sons from his first marriage,
Philip, an entrepreneur and independent consultant in Virginia, and William, a product designer and
mechanical engineer at a consumer electronics firm in Silicon Valley.

2020 CIE/SEA Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
Asian American Corporate Leadership Award
As the Corporate Vice President of the Microsoft Teams Calling,
Meeting and Devices group, Lan Ye leads a team of program
managers and engineers who are obsessed with making workplace
communication simpler and more inclusive.
She joined Microsoft out of college and worked on a wide range of
consumer and enterprise products including Windows Media, Digital
Rights Management, Zune, Windows Phone, mobile gaming, Skype,
Lync and incubation projects. In recent years, she led the
convergence and transformation of the Microsoft’s Unified
Communication strategy from Skype for Business to Microsoft
Teams. She drove discipline excellence, budgets and innovation
throughout the journey.
Before that, Lan worked as General Manager, Intelligent
Communications, Microsoft Teams and Skype for Business. She has
profound depth and breadth in software development, engineering
excellence, devices technologies, in addition to her insurmountable
achievements in calling, media, and protocol technology.
Lan majors both in Computer Science and Studio Arts specialties,
Middlebury College, that makes her unique to think both sides,
wearing engineering hat when tackling execution of development for
many products in unified communications area, wearing customers
hat, and cultural hat when seeking feedback from end users, and
also focusing her products not only in technology side, but also in
human side.

Lan Ye
Corporate Vice President
Microsoft

2020 CIE/SEA Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
Asian American Corporate Leadership Award
Nyle Miyamoto is Boeing Commercial Airplanes, Director of
Airplane Level Engineering Integration (ALEI) and Chief Architect
for Processes and Tools. In this role he leads the engineering
digital transformation initiative, and is the functional engineering
leader for Airplane Integration, Product Life cycle Management
and Systems Engineering.

Nyle Miyamoto
Senior Director, Airplane Level
Engineering Integration
the Boeing Company

Prior to this assignment, Miyamoto was named as the first
Additive Manufacturing Chief Engineer for Commercial Airplanes.
Miyamoto has held other positions as Director of Structures
Product Development, Structures Design Chief Engineer, 747/767
Air frame and Cargo Design Center Chief Engineer, and Director
of Engineering Operations for BCA Processes and Tools.
Other leadership assignments include 747-8 Fuselage Integration
and work on the USAF 767 Tanker. In 2003 Miyamoto joined the
787 program and was responsible for design development of the
first one-piece composite fuselage barrel. He joined Boeing in
1990 as a summer intern, working on aircraft landing gear.

Miyamoto is a graduate of Washington State University’s Masters of Engineering Management
program and holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of
Washington.
Miyamoto is the 2020 Executive Board President for the Boeing Asian Professional Association, a
business resource group. He is also an Executive Champion for SASE (Society of Asian Scientists
and Engineers). In 2005 he was a recipient of the Boeing Global Diversity Change Agent Award,and
was the 2016 SASE Executive of the Year. He serves an External Advisory Board member for the
Washington State University, Mechanical and Materials Engineering Department.
Born and raised in Kona, Hawaii, Miyamoto is an avid fisherman and enjoys cooking and bicycling.
He and his wife Michele have two children.

2020 CIE/SEA Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
Asian American Entrepreneurial Achievement Award
Dr. Christopher Own creates tools that deliver improved
understanding of materials and biological systems at the submicrometer scale, to provide foundational elements that catalyze the
next generation of technologies and discoveries.
Chris has more than two decades’ experience in scientific
instrumentation with a focus in electron microscopy (EM) and
analytical chemistry. He has founded three profitable companies and
worked with multiple startup companies commercializing novel
charged-particle based nanoscale imaging and characterization
technologies. Trained at Northwestern University with funding from
the prestigious Fannie and John Hertz Foundation fellowship, his
Christopher Own
technical career spans thin films research, electron crystallography,
CEO, Voxa
materials characterization, biological imaging/informatics, and
spaceflight instrumentation. Chris has published in broad areas with
over 50 publications, book chapters, and patents.
Chris was on the design team that produced the world’s first aberration-corrected scanning
transmission electron microscope (STEM) at Nion company. It imaged individual atoms and impurities
in sheet molecules like graphene and boron nitrene for the first time, which was reported on the cover
of Nature magazine in 2010. He transitioned to the life sciences to help drive novel personalized
medicine, leading a team to build the first EM-based gene sequencer at Silicon Valley startup Halcyon
Molecular.
Chris’s current teams work to commercialize novel automated nanoscale imaging systems and related
technologies, and have sent the first EM into space. Voxa’s deep technology portfolio of imaging and
automation technologies pushes the envelope of microscopy, from petascale human brain maps at the
synaptic level to the world’s first portable electron microscopes, bringing powerful analog capabilities
into the digital and cloud-based present and future. Voxa systems have impact in broad fields, ranging
from agriculture, ocean research, energy, exploration, and the biological sciences including to help
unlock secrets of cellular organization and interaction. Voxa works with and serves with leading
institutions including Allen Institute for Brain Sciences, Princeton, MIT, Harvard, Chulalongkorn
University, and the US government.
The tiny Mochii electron microscope will serve on the International Space Station (ISS) as part of the
backbone of research services at the ISS National Laboratory, where it will identify microscopic crew
and space vehicle mission threats, serve as a platform for exploration beyond low Earth orbit including
to Moon and Mars, and support novel microgravity research, engineering education, and technology
development for the benefit of humanity.
Chris lives in Seattle with his wife and two children and enjoys road cycling, competitive eSports, and
violin.

2020 CIE/SEA Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
Asian American Science and Engineering Innovation Award
University of Washington School of Medicine and a Howard Hughes
Medical Institute Investigator. He obtained his PhD in 1997 from
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas and did his
postdoctoral studies at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New
York City, where he published two seminal studies on the atomic
structures of two prototypical human ubiquitin ligase complexes. He has
since been a leading scientist in the fields of structural biology and
protein ubiquitination.

Dr. Ning Zhang
Professor & Howard Hughes
Medical Institute Investigator
University of Washington

As an experimental structural biologist, Dr. Ning Zheng’s research
focuses on the molecular and structural mechanisms by which proteinprotein interactions control eukaryotic biology and human diseases. For
many years, research in his laboratory has made major contributions to
the structural and functional analyses of the cullin-RING superfamily of
ubiquitin ligase machinery, which has been implicated in regulating
diverse cellular functions, including but not limited to, signal
transduction, cell cycle, transcriptional control, and DNA repair.

Dr. Ning Zheng is a Professor in the
Department of Pharmacology in the
His recent studies have made major impact to several additional areas of life sciences, including protein
degradation, plant hormone signaling, circadian clock regulation, chromatin modification, and structure-function
of ion channels and transporters. Based on his seminal studies of the perception mechanism of the plant
hormone auxin, he introduced, for the first time, the concept of “molecular glue”, which explains the
mechanisms by which small molecules promote protein-protein interactions by complementing protein
interfaces. This concept has now been applied to the discovery and development of novel therapeutic
compounds that induce targeted protein degradation.
Dr. Ning Zheng has recently co-founded two start-up companies, which are actively developing new strategies
for discovering “molecular glue” compounds that can promote the ubiquitination and degradation of diseasecausing targets, which are conventionally considered undruggable. His own laboratory is also actively pursuing
academic drug discovery programs that are aimed at tackling challenging human diseases, such as cancers
and neurodegenerative disorders.
After joining the faculty of Pharmacology at the University of Washington, Dr. Ning Zheng received the Pew
Scholar Award and Burroughs Welcome Investigator award in Pathogenesis of Infectious Diseases. He
subsequently became a Howard Hughes Medical Institute Investigator in 2008 and was promoted to Professor
in 2012. He was elected as a Fellow of American Association for the Advancement of Science in 2015 and the
Washington State Academy of Science Member in 2020.

2021 CIE/SEA Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
Asian American Service and Leadership Award
Beth Takekawa retired in August 2021 from her position as Executive
Director of the Wing Luke Museum of the Asian Pacific American
Experience (The Wing). She joined the Museum staff 24 years ago as its
first Associate Director. She became Executive Director 14 years ago.
The Wing Luke Museum is a community-based cultural anchor in Seattle’s
Chinatown-International District. It is the nation’s only pan-Asian Pacific
American museum, the first Smithsonian Institution affiliate in the
Northwest, and an Affiliated Area of the National Park Service.
At the start of her employment The Wing’s operating budget was under
$1Million and it leased a historic auto garage as its home. During the next
ten years the Museum’s board, staff and supporters strengthened its public
impact and financial strength. They conducted an unprecedented capital
campaign and expansion project, raising $25 Million. With these funds the
museum purchased a historic 1910 rooming house in Seattle’s Chinatown,
the first major structure in the neighborhood. Over the years it became
largely vacant when the descendants of the early Chinese immigrants who
built it were unable to maintain it.

Beth Takekawa
Wing Luke Museum
Executive Director (retd.)

In 2008 the Wing Luke Museum opened its doors in its rehabilitated home,
the East Kong Yick Building. Simultaneously the 2008/9 Great Recession
occurred. This was an intensely difficult climate to expand the business,
especially in a low-income urban setting. Everybody pulled together and
learned fast, resulting in a successful expansion. Today the Museum is
recognized as the district’s economic driver, and it programs its business
offerings to serve this role.
Beth serves as a board member of the National Museum and Library Services Board, nominated by President
Obama in 2016. Former WA state governor Christine Gregoire appointed her a Washington State Arts
Commissioner (2009-2015). She was a National Planning Committee member for the Minidoka National
Internment Site, which recognizes the U.S. government’s unjust incarceration of 120,000 Americans of Japanese
descent during WWII, including her entire family.
Beth is a 2011 Salzburg Global Seminars Fellow, one of 56 leaders worldwide discussing museums and libraries
in the era of participatory culture. She continues over 20 years of service as a board member for the International
District Emergency Center, an emergency response nonprofit serving Seattle’s Chinatown-International District.
She is a former cellist, with music degree from University of Minnesota/Hunter College.

2021 CIE/SEA Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
Asian American Corporate Leadership Award

Mai-Lan Tomsen Bukovec
Vice President
Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Mai-Lan Tomsen Bukovec is the Vice President for Amazon
Web Services (AWS) Block and Object Storage services,
which include Elastic Block Storage (EBS), Simple Storage
Service (S3), and Amazon Glacier. Mai-Lan has been an
engineering and product leader of AWS storage and compute
services since 2010. Prior to joining Amazon, Mai-Lan spent
nine years in engineering and product leadership roles at
Microsoft, as well as three years in early-stage startups. MaiLan has mixed Vietnamese/Caucasian heritage and grew up in
Asia as part of a US diplomatic family. She lives in Seattle with
her husband and three boys. When she is not working on
Amazon cloud services and spending time with her family,
Mai-Lan trains as a recreational boxer. She also holds a green
glove ranking in the martial art Savate.
Every business is a data business, and one of the most
important decisions that a business leader makes is where to
put that data. Mai-Lan leads AWS storage services that are
used by governments, agencies and businesses all over the
world to store their mission critical data. In parallel to her focus

on innovation in cloud storage, Mai-Lan spends significant time mentoring and supporting
communities. Mai-Lan has a long history of community involvement. She was a United States Peace
Corps volunteer and served in a village in northern Mali, West Africa. During her time in Mali, Mai-Lan
worked every day with people who had no formal education but created vibrant economic networks
that fed dozens of families. Mai-Lan saw that families with access to technology like satellite phones
had a notable advantage economically over families without that access. When Mai-Lan returned to
the US to start her career, she knew she wanted to work on technology that made a difference in
peoples’ lives. She also wanted to stay involved in helping the larger community. Over twenty-five
years after Mai-Lan’s volunteer service in West Africa, she is a Vice President leading some of the
Amazon cloud services that have democratized access to technology for innovators all over the
world. In addition, she is an active Executive Sponsor for the Asians@ affinity group within Amazon,
sponsors multiple women in tech circles within Amazon, and mentors Seattle Rainier Scholars of
Asian heritage.

2021 CIE/SEA Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
Asian American Corporate Leadership Award
Richard Wang is the CEO of the global educational technology
company Coding Dojo, a Venture Partner with NextGen
Venture Partners, and serves as a Committee Member for
various Future of Work and education focused leadership
councils. Richard holds an MBA from the MIT Sloan School of
Management, is an EY Entrepreneur Of The Year® 2021
Pacific Northwest Award winner, and was recently included in
Puget Sound Business Journal’s 40 Under 40 Awards.
As a leading education and technology executive, Richard is
committed to creating economic mobility for underserved
communities and increasing opportunities for individuals to
reskill or upskill so they can participate in the digital economy.
At the age of 13, he was the first member of his family to
immigrate from China to the United States. He taught himself
English after witnessing firsthand how English literacy could
create economic mobility for individuals in China. Richard
similarly believes programming literacy could offer the same
economic lift for those in the U.S. and strives to create
opportunities to help others transform their lives.

Richard Wang
Coding Dojo, CEO

2021 CIE/SEA Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
Asian American Entrepreneur Achievement Award
From 2012 to 2014, Robert co-founded and was CEO of Nimble
VR (née 3Gear Systems), which created technology for tracking
and understanding the hand, or hand-tracking, to increase
presence and embodiment in augmented and virtual reality
(AR/VR). Nimble VR was awarded an NSF Small Business
Innovation Research grant in 2012 as well as Augmented World
Expo's "Best Startup" in 2013. In 2014, Nimble VR was acquired
by Facebook after raising $2M in venture capital. Nimble VR was
also identified as one of the "Top 10 inventions of 2015" by
Popular Science.

Robert Y Wang

At Facebook, Robert is a Director of Research Science,
Director, Research Science
supporting a research and engineering team to further advance
Meta
hand-tracking technology for AR/VR as well as other natural input
technologies, including body-tracking, object-tracking and rapid
text input. In 2019, the team shipped hand-tracking on the popular
Oculus Quest VR platform, enabling users to directly interact with
VR content with their hands, without picking up a controller. Handtracking makes VR more approachable, particularly for people not
used to game controllers. It also enables people to be more
expressive, capturing natural hand gestures like a thumbs up and
a peace sign. Hand-tracking is now embedded into the core VR experience and has been adopted by
popular applications such as Vacation Simulator. To deliver this technology, the team had to
significantly advance the state-of-the-art of computer vision, enabling hands to be tracked smoothly
(without jitter) from a single monochrome camera with a fraction of the compute of a mobile processor
already running games and applications.
In 2020, the team also proposed a method that enables touch typing on any flat surface, i.e., without
a keyboard, at speeds comparable to typing on a physical keyboard, i.e., over 70 words per minute.
Faster text entry is critical to enabling better communication and productivity in AR/VR. Rather than
relying on capacitive touch or other peripherals, the team used hand-tracking, which can run from just
an AR/VR headset, to unlock always-accessible rapid text entry.
Robert received a Ph.D. in EECS from MIT in 2011. Robert's thesis work on using an inexpensive
color-glove and webcam for hand-tracking received media coverage from Wired, CNN, and New
Scientist.

2021 CIE/SEA Asian American Luminary Award (AALA)
Asian American Science and Engineering Innovation Award
Cha Zhang is a Partner Engineering Manager in the Cloud + AI
Group at Microsoft. He was born in China, received his B.S. and M.S.
degrees from Tsinghua University, Beijing, China in 1998 and 2000,
respectively, both in Electronic Engineering, and his Ph.D. degree in
Electrical and Computer Engineering from Carnegie Mellon
University, in 2004.
He currently manages a group of engineers and scientists to develop
Microsoft’s OCR and document understanding cloud service. The
product recognizes texts in images and scanned documents and
provides intelligence in extracting useful information such as key
value pairs, tables, and check boxes.
It has wide applications such as robotic process automation, digital
asset management, accessibility improvement, etc. The service has
many customers both internally and externally.
Prior to joining the Cloud + AI Group, he was the engineering and
science manager for Microsoft’s open source CNTK deep learning
toolkit. CNTK was the primary toolkit for deep learning efforts inside
Microsoft and was the key in some of the great advances in
technology such as breaking human parity on speech recognition.
The toolkit is available on GitHub and used by tens of thousands of
deep learning practitioners around the world.
Before that, he was a Principal Researcher at Microsoft Research.
His primary research area has been multimedia signal processing
and multimedia systems, with the emphasis on applying machine
learning to various signals including audio, image, video, depth
image, etc. He has published more than 150 technical papers and
holds more than 50 US patents. He was elevated to IEEE Fellow
class of 2019) “for contributions to machine learning for image and
video data processing”.

Cha Zhang
Microsoft
Partner Software
Engineering Manager

2020 CIE Scholarship Award
Grades 7-9 Category
Eric An

Lakeside High School

9th Grader

Grades 10-12 Category
Christopher Nguyen
Gloria Shen
Jinyang Zhang

Ingraham High School
Inglemoor High School
Kamiak High School

12th Grader
12th Grader
12th Grader

Undergraduate College Category
Samirah Apdalhaliem
Amanda Ong
Kristin Yao

University of Washington
University of Washington
University of Washington

Freshmen
Junior
Freshmen

2020 CIE Scholarship Special Awards
Community Service Award
Toan Huynh
Chloe Sow
Cathy Zhao

University of Southern California
The Downtown School
Inglemoor High School

Freshmen
9th Grader
12th Grader

Extracurricular Excellence Award
Cam Che
Kandyce Diep
Brianna Ong

University of Washington
Kenmore Middle School
Redmond High School

Freshmen
8th Grader
9th Grader

2020 CIE Scholarship Award
Grades 7-9 Category
Eric graduated from Jane Addams Middle School and currently is a
freshman at Lakeside High School. He is very interested in STEM and his
favorite subjects are aerospace and computer science.
He participated in JAMS Rocketry Club and was the leader of his TARC
(The American Rocketry Challenge) team. Eric participated in Math Club,
taking part in competitions in MATHCOUNTS (getting 2nd and 3rd place at
the chapter competition and placing into the state level rounds) and AMC8
(in the 2019 honor roll).
Eric enjoys playing the clarinet and has been participating in school band
since his fourth grade. Outside of school, he has participated in a variety of
activities including coding, debate, and some other competitions, such as
FLL (First Lego League), Quiz Bowl, and the CIE Science Fun competition
(getting 1st place twice, and 2nd place twice).
He has also helped service the community in different ways, such as
helping maintain and update websites for nonprofit organization and
volunteering to teach math for elementary school math club. In his free
time, Eric enjoys reading, swimming, and playing basketball.

Eric An
9th Grader
Lakeside High School
Grade 7th-9th Scholarship Category

Grades 10-12 Category
Chris is a rising senior at Ingraham High School. He was a part of the IB
Diploma program in 10th and 11th grade. For the past three years, he
helped lead the Rocketry team, MESA club, and National Honor Society.
Ever since he was in elementary school, he loved STEM classes, but he
recently found a special interest in Chemistry. During his summers, he
spent time at Stanford taking classes and working in labs during their
summer quarter. He gained leadership experience with the Silicon Valley
Innovation Academy at Stanford as well by working on a project that was
presented at the SVIA Vision Showcase 2019.

Christopher Nguyen
12th Grader
Ingraham High School
Grade 10th-12th
Scholarship Category

During the pandemic, he founded a nonprofit volunteer organization WA
Helpers to help mitigate the spread of the coronavirus. Additionally, after
mastering the art of stringing tennis racquets, he started a fundraiser
Seattle Children's Hospital in late 2018. Because of his service, he won
the Doug Kavenaugh Award from the Northwest Association of IB World
Schools.
In his free time, he plays tennis at the Tennis Center at Sand Point and on
his school's varsity team. He also loves to hang out with his chickens

2020 CIE Scholarship Award
Grades 10-12 Category
My name is Gloria and I am a rising senior at Inglemoor High School with
a passion for healthcare and STEM!
Since I was young, I have pursued biology and chemistry in any way I can
and I am currently interning for an assistant professor at UW to further
these interests in a professional setting.
At school, I am going into my second year of the IB (International
Baccalaureate) as a Diploma Candidate and I am heavily involved with
HOSA as my chapter's Vice President. Healthcare and public health in
particular is incredibly important to me, and through HOSA I hope to
guide other students into discovering their own passions.
Outside of this, my favorite things to do are ballet as well as classical
Chinese dance, and if I am not dancing you can probably find me hiking
somewhere in the PNW.

Gloria Shen
12th Grader
Inglemoor High School
Grade 10th-12th
Scholarship Category

Jinyang Zhang is a high school senior at Kamiak High School and
planning on majoring in computer science in combination with other fields
such as business, psychology, or design.
She is active in menstrual equity advocacy, helping to push forward free
menstrual products in the Mukilteo School District and the removal of the
tampon tax in Washington.
She has also recently started Help & Lead, a startup that matches
teens to nonprofit opportunities.
In STEM, she has done research in perception and is currently doing
research at a Human-Centered Design and Engineering lab at the
University of Washington.

Jinyang Zhang
12th Grader
Kamiak High School
Grade 10th-12th
Scholarship Category

During her free time, she enjoys reading and watching shows and TED
talks.

2020 CIE Scholarship Award
Undergraduate College Category
Amanda Ong is a junior at the University of Washington majoring in
computer science and minoring in computational neuroscience and
writing. In her freshman year, Amanda interned with the ALVA
(Alliance for Learning and Vision for Underrepresented Americans)
program where she worked in a computational chemistry lab. Since
then, she has been pursuing research and she now works as an
undergraduate fellow with the UW Center of Neurotechnology to
improve treatments for neurological disorders.
Outside of research, she has a strong passion for giving back to her
community and is a mentor for the Robinson Center for Young
Scholars. Along with her work as a mentor, she is an active member of
SWE (Society for Women Engineers), a community designed to
support women majoring in engineering fields.
Additionally, Amanda actively participates as a leader with the Young
Leader Program, a non-profit organization dedicated to providing
leadership opportunities for young Asian-American students.

Amanda Ong
Junior
University of Washington
Undergraduate Scholarship Category

In her free time, Amanda enjoys spending time with her sisters, playing
badminton, and taking part in hackathons. Moving forward, she hopes
to provide educational support to students who are underrepresented
in STEM.

Samirah has actively been implementing new programs for the youth in
her community while obtaining outstanding grades in school.
She understands the importance of giving back to her community and
dedicating time for her studies. She plans on inspiring the youth in the
Cham community to pursue a STEM field in the future by being a
mentor.
She constantly seeks out new opportunities available to
underrepresented minorities and has participated in over 5 internships
in high school ranging from scientific research to engineering.

Samirah Apdalhaliem
Freshman
University of Washington
Undergraduate Scholarship Category

Samirah has enrolled at the University of Washington to pursue her
deep interest in biology.

2020 CIE Scholarship Award
Undergraduate College Category
Kristin is a rising freshman at the University of Washington (Seattle)
where she plans to study computational neuroscience.
Her academic interests include medicine and research in the subjects
of neurobiology, molecular biology (proteomics, genomics),
immunology, and hematology.
She has been a research intern at the Institute for Systems Biology
(ISB) where she gained both academic and practical experience in
Genomics, Proteomics, Bioanalytics, and developed a protocol for
artificial synthesis of lipid vesicles used for single vesicle sequencing
standard. Kristin has also interned at Seattle Children’s Research
Institute (SCRI) where she worked primarily in the field of proteomics –
specifically in the development of experimental gene therapy
treatments for Hemophilia by employing the methods of lentiviral
transduction, flow cytometry, ELIZA (and other protein staining
protocols), cloning, and in-vitro as well as in-vivo experimentation.
Outside of academia, Kristin is also passionate about education and
philanthropy. She has run a partner outreach project for PATH (global
non-profit), and served as Internship Chairperson in the Bellevue
Mayoral Internship. In her spare time, Kristin enjoys hiking,
longboarding, taekwondo, baking and taking care of her two cats.

Kristin Yao

Freshman
University of Washington
Undergraduate Scholarship Category

2020 CIE Scholarship Special Awards
Community Service Award
My name is Toan Huynh. A recent graduate from Chief Sealth
International High School. I am a first generation college student that will
be attending the University of Southern California next year.
I was born in West Seattle with my two younger siblings who also attend
Chief Sealth International High School. My mother and father moved here
from Vietnam around the age of 18 where they met in Seattle where they
had met and had me and my siblings.
Some of my hobbies are binge watching anime and playing video games
with my friends. In high school I was a Varsity athlete, I was a part of the
basketball team and track squad. Serving as captain my senior year. A
little bit about my personality is I like to live life to its fullest. I love smiling
and laughing along with my friends and doing crazy things for the thrill. I
love sending flips into water and learning new skills. This quarantine
something that I picked up was skateboarding.
Summer 2020 is now coming to an end and I am excited to start my
college education. My number one goal in life is to start my own happy
family.

Toan Huynh
Freshman
University of Southern California
Special Award - Community Service

Chloe Sow is a freshman at The Downtown School. At school, she enjoys
making new friends and exploring different subjects, having a particular
interest for biology and computer science.
She plays the violin, played in the WMEA All-State Junior Orchestra in
Yakima, Washington, and currently plays for the Academy Chamber
Orchestra.
In her free time, she likes to learn how to code for fun but also works on
some weird and funky coding projects. Additionally, since Chloe could be
considered an enthusiastic fan of books and movies, she likes
volunteering at a library with her friends.

Chloe Sow
9th Grader
The Downtown School
Special Award - Community Service

Through her participation in research and genes through iResearch
Institute and Genome Hackers, she has an interest in computational
biology and aspires to be a researcher when she grows up.

2020 CIE Scholarship Special Awards
Community Service Award
Cathy is a rising senior at Inglemoor High School. As a reporter for the
school newspaper, she writes feature articles about local figures and
organizations. She is also very involved in the local chapters of the
Technology Student Association and Girls Who Code at her school.
She has served as fundraising coordinator for the Technology Student
Association, and is the current historian. As a president of Girls Who
Code, Cathy is invested in helping more students like her become
interested in computer science.
She also recently participated in Girls Who Code’s Summer Immersion
Program, and hopes to continue on to pursue computer science. Being
passionate about language and education, she combines the two in her
involvement with ESL programs, such as those established by the
Chinese Information and Service Center, Literacy Source, and the Wu
Wei Harmony Foundation. Currently, she serves as a reading tutor and
ESL teacher. Outside of school, Cathy has played piano for eleven
years.

Cathy Zhao
12th Grader
Inglemoor High School
Special Award - Community Service

In her free time, she enjoys baking pastries, improving her photography
skills, and working on jigsaw puzzles.

2020 CIE Scholarship Special Awards
Extracurricular Excellence Award
My name is Cam Che, my interests have always been to help the
underrepresented in any way possible and learn more about medicine.
Throughout my high school years, I was involved in many extracurricular
activities. I volunteered for Team Read where I worked with elementary
English-Language-Learner students to enhance their literacy
comprehension skills.
I was President of the National Honors Society and Secretary of Asian
Student Association. Simultaneously, I co-founded the Medical Club to
provide opportunities for underrepresented students to get hands-on
medical practices.

Cam Che
Freshman
University of Washington
Special Award - Extracurricular
Excellence

I will be attending the University of Washington to major in Biochemistry
and become a doctor to help serve underrepresented communities.

2020 CIE Scholarship Special Awards
Extracurricular Excellence Award
Kandyce Diep will be an incoming 8th grader at Kenmore Middle School.
She looks forward to end her school day by tutoring other students
needing extra help in subjects such as Math, Science, Reading, and
Social Studies at Lockwood Elementary School.
She received the President's Award in recognition of Outstanding
Academic Excellence in 2018 given by President Trump. She also
received recognition for two (2) consecutive years in the National Junior
Honor Society from Kenmore Middle School.
Kandyce is always eager to help out in anyway, it may be helping a
classmate, a group of students, and local community. In addition to her
school/extracurricular activities, Kandyce hand sewn hats and delivered
for Seattle Children Hospital during the holiday season of 2019 to light up
the kids spirit. This year 2020 with COVID-19, she uses her previous year
experiences to sew mask supporting the needs of local hospital and
senior centers.
Beside playing golf, her favorite moments are spending time with family,
travel Internationally, and going on a road trip to visit National Parks.

Kandyce Diep
8th Grader
Kenmore Middle School
Special Award - Extracurricular
Excellence

Brianna Ong is currently a freshman attending Redmond High School.
Last year, in middle school, her team won both the State Champion
Award and the Excellence Award in VEX IQ robotics. Along with being on
a successful team, she decided to inspire more girls to get involved with
STEM, so she guided a younger team who qualified to State.
She has placed in multiple subjects in competitions including National
Science Bowl and Science Olympiad which she hopes to continue in high
school.
Additionally, Brianna is a member in BYSO (Bellevue Youth Symphony
Orchestra) as a flute player where she had the opportunity to perform at
Benaroya Hall.

Brianna Ong
9th Grader
Redmond High School
Special Award - Extracurricular
Excellence

In her free time, Brianna enjoys reading, playing badminton with her
sisters, and playing the flute. This year she has taken on new
opportunities, in particular, an environmental organization to educate our
community about issues happening in our area.
Moving forward, she plans to attend college at the University of
Washington and extend her dedication to mentor other students.

2021 CIE Scholarship Award
Grades 7-9 Category
Kandyce Diep

Inglemoor High School

9th Grader

Grades 10-12 Category
Antonio Ji
Cindy Su
Lucas Wu

Mercer Island High School
Redmond High School
Interlake High School

11th Grader
12th Grader
12th Grader

Undergraduate College Category
Rachel Shi
Lara Yao

University of Washington
University of Washington

Senior
Freshman

2021 CIE Scholarship Special Awards
Community Service Award
Jessica Massey
Mia Shi
Marcus Yao

Bellevue International School
Mercer Island High School
Canyon Park Middle School

12th Grader
11th Grader
8th Grader

Extracurricular Excellence Award
Ethan Diep
Yimo Huang
Chloe Sow
Nathan Zhang

Inglemoor High School
Skyline High School
The Downtown School
Interlake High School

11th Grader
9th Grader
10th Grader
11th Grader

2021 CIE Scholarship Award
Grades 7-9 Category
Kandyce Diep is a freshman attending Inglemoor High School. She plays
golf as well as piano and violin. Her favorite things to study are coding, and
science. She looks forward to ending her school day by tutoring other
students needing extra help in subjects such as Math, Science, and
Reading at Elementary School. She had received a President’s Education
Award in recognition of Outstanding Academic Excellence. In addition to
her school/extracurricular activities, during the early COVID-19 pandemic
there was mask shortages, therefore she helped with sewing masks in
order to support the needs of local hospitals and senior centers. Kandyce
was taught and inspired at an early age to help others, it may be helping
classmate, group of students, or local community. Beside playing golf, her
favorite moments are spending time with family and traveling.

Kandyce Diep
9th Grader
Inglemoor High School
Grade 7th-9th Scholarship Category

Grades 10-12 Category

Antonio Ji
11th Grader
Mercer Island High School
Grade 10th-12th
Scholarship Category

Antonio Ji is a current junior at Mercer Island High School. I specialize
in computer science, mainly backend api programs, but have learned
many other elements of computer science such as front end UX to
explore new interests. I sometimes test my skills in hackathons, but I
usually like to create personal projects because to me, coding is not
always about speed in which the project is made but the quality of the
project achieved. Every good project has to start with a good idea and
that is why I believe the planning phase is the most important element
of any project. In the future, I hope to go to graduate college and
graduate as a machine learning researcher as I love the scientific
process, especially performing numerous trials. In my free time, even
though I can somewhat predict how computers will think, I always find
the new and unique developments in AI thinking in the OpenAI blog
posts interesting. I also love running around Washington with my
friends and eating and finding good food in otherwise unknown areas.

2021 CIE Scholarship Award
Grades 10-12 Category
My name is Cindy Su and I am a senior at Redmond High School. As a
college applicant, I am interested in majoring in computer science
because the topic is so versatile in the modern world. I have found
programming to be fascinating since middle school, when I first learned
how to code in Python and Java. As the current Education Officer of
Hack Club, I foster interest in students through guiding projects and
practicing competition problems at school. My interest in AI also
increased recently as I began observing novel implementations of AI in
daily life. After an AI hackathon, my team and I created a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit with the idea of using ML to match donors with homeless
shelters. Through these efforts of raising money to counter
homelessness, we were able to raise over five thousand dollars.
Inspired, I founded the AI Club at my school, where students can learn
about AI and build real-world applications using models. Since July, I
have also been working on a HCI research project at UW, which has
developed both my understanding and technical skills in this area. In
my free time, I enjoy playing badminton, journaling, and eating
delicious food with friends.

Cindy Su
12th Grader
Redmond High School
Grade 10th-12th
Scholarship Category

Lucas is a driven student passionate in multiple subjects, mainly
concentrated in science and mathematics. A strong chemistry student, he
placed well at the United States National Chemistry Olympiad, and has
competed in a variety of other math and science competitions. He loves
working with design and mechanical engineering, serving as the Vice
Hardware Lead on his FIRST Tech Challenge Robotics Team which was
last year’s Washington State Champion. Furthermore, he commits himself
to volunteer activities, co-founding and directing the educational nonprofit
organization www.mutorials.org, as well as the Tyee Science Club, which
he has served as the head coach of for two years. Lucas makes it his
mission to spread interest for STEM learning and develop the science and
engineering interests of younger students in his area.

Lucas Wu
12th Grader
Interlake High School
Grade 10th-12th
Scholarship Category

In college, Lucas aspires to study financial engineering, but is also
interested in a variety of other fields related to math, computer science,
and business. He loves to play volleyball and tennis, read, and practice
the piano in his free time.

2021 CIE Scholarship Award
Undergraduate College Category

Rachel Shi is a senior at the University of Washington majoring in
Bioengineering and minoring in Applied Mathematics. She has always
had a passion for research, conducting an independent environmental
DNA project prior to university and working in a neuroscience lab in her
freshman and sophomore years. Now, she develops and analyzes
biomaterials for kidney hemodialysis and toxin filtration in the Buddy
Ratner Lab. In addition to biomaterials research, she is also interested
in low-cost diagnostics and has been working with two UW-based
teams to develop shock detection technology and a device for DNA
amplification for field research. Aside from research, she is passionate
about making educational spaces inclusive and accommodating for all
students. After two years of TAing for Biology in the Robinson Center’s
Transition School program, she is now working with several other
students to develop an initiative to promote visibility for neurodiverse
individuals across campus. After graduation, Rachel hopes to obtain a
Masters in Bioengineering before pursuing medical school. She would
like to work in clinically-relevant research in her professional career by
drawing upon firsthand experiences as a physician. Outside of school,
she enjoys drawing, reading, skiing, and tennis.

Rachel Shi
Senior
University of Washington
Undergraduate Scholarship Category

Lara is a current freshman at the University of Washington. She has
been interested in the arts and sciences since a young age and plans
to major in Neuroscience to pursue a career in research and
education. During her time in high school, she was a member of
multiple comeptative science and technology competitive clubs
including Science Olympiad and Technology Student Association. She
is currently in her school's Chinese Student Association and intends on
joining the Neuroscience club. In her free time, she enjoys reading
and spending time with her cats.

Lara Yao
Freshman
University of Washington
Undergraduate Scholarship Category

2021 CIE Scholarship Special Awards
Community Service Award

Hello! My name is Jessica Massey and I am a senior at the
International School of Bellevue. I have a passion for politics,
education, and community; and I love volunteering and stepping out
of my comfort zone to serve our community. Some ways I serve my
community include robotics, political engagement, and doing
outreach for nonprofits. In the future, I hope to pursue International
Educational Policy. In my free time, I enjoy playing the violin,
dancing, watching movies, collecting Kermit gifs, and having fun with
friends.

Jessica Massey
12th Grader
Bellevue International School
Special Award - Community Service

Mia Shi
11th Grader
Mercer Island High School
Special Award - Community Service

Mia Shi is a junior at Mercer Island High School and is interested in
pursuing a degree in engineering. She has exhibited research skills,
participating in various experiments in the field of science,
specifically including nanotechnology in the Pre-College Brown
University program, where she identified nanomaterials that may be
implemented on a larger scale to help extract oil spills from bodies of
water. She is also interested in robotics, working as Project Manager
and Co-Notebook Manager on Exothermic Blaze's 10B team.
Working as an intern for Pathway Foundation, she has also cofounded her school's Civics Club, which focuses on promoting civic
engagement within the student population while providing community
service projects. Aside from these extracurriculars and programs,
she has also displayed strong leadership skills and community
involvement as a student representative of Mercer Island School
District's Instructional Materials Committee, President of her school's
Key Club, and Vice President of Civics Club. Additionally, she enjoys
working with and tutoring children at Mathnasium, a math learning
center. Some hobbies she has include badminton, tennis, ultimate
frisbee, and skiing.

2021 CIE Scholarship Special Awards
Community Service Award
Marcus is an 8th-grade student at Canyon Park Middle School. He is
interested in math and hardware design. These topics were
introduced to him at an early age and he strives to extend his
knowledge in these fields. Marcus does not attend many
extracurricular activities due to COVID but in the past, he’s
participated in math olympiad competitions for his school. Marcus
enjoys longboarding and skateboarding during his free time. He often
goes outside to cruise with a longboard or practice tricks with a
skateboard. He is very passionate when it comes to video games. On
the weekends, he and his friends would play together and compete in
tournaments. Other hobbies include creating videos for YouTube and
even managed to gain subscribers.

Marcus Yao
8th Grader
Canyon Park Middle School
Special Award - Community Service

2021 CIE Scholarship Special Awards
Extracurricular Excellence Award
Ethan Diep is a junior at Inglemoor high school. He enjoys playing golf
in the Varsity golf team. Beside playing golf he volunteers at The First
Tee teaching beginners basic golf lessons and at the same time
incorporates important life skills. After school Ethan would volunteer
as a Teacher Assistant at KMS Technology Student Association club.
He helped students develop curriculum/training documents, and
prepared Computer-Aided Design drawings. Ethan enjoys traveling,
and cooking for the family especially steak..

Ethan Diep
8th Grader
Inglemoor High School
Special Award - Extracurricular
Excellence

2021 CIE Scholarship Special Awards
Extracurricular Excellence Award
My name is Yimo Huang, and I am currently a freshman at Skyline
High School. It is my honor to be offered the CIE Scholarship Award in
the Extracurricular Excellence category. As the pandemic hit, many
events that was a part of daily life, were shut down. However, it
created an opportunity for extracurricular activities, which I believe is
as essential as school tasks.
I am an immigrant from China who was not fluent in English.
Extracurricular learning centers helped me learn, understand, and use
information that I needed to catch up on.
Not only for studying purposes, but extracurricular activities can also
expand your hobbies and social group. For example, I have been
playing the piano for over ten years. It is like a warm home I can go to
when I am stressed. Another unforgettable memory of an
extracurricular activity is a theater art performance. I made remarkable
friends and memories of learning my way through the stage.
I improved greatly from extracurricular activities that make me who I
am..

Yimo Huang
9th Grader
Skyline High School
Special Award - Extracurricular
Excellence

Chloe Sow is a sophomore at The Downtown School. At school, she
enjoys making new friends and exploring different subjects, having a
particular interest for biology and computer science.
She plays the violin, played in the WMEA All-State Junior Orchestra in
Yakima, Washington, and currently plays for the Academy Chamber
Orchestra.
In her free time, she likes to learn how to code for fun but also works on
some weird and funky coding projects. Additionally, since Chloe could be
considered an enthusiastic fan of books and movies, she likes
volunteering at a library with her friends.

Chloe Sow
10th Grader
The Downtown School
Special Award - Extracurricular
Excellence

Through her participation in research and genes through iResearch
Institute and Genome Hackers, she has an interest in computational
biology and aspires to be a researcher when she grows up.

2021 CIE Scholarship Special Awards
Extracurricular Excellence Award
Nathan Zhang is a junior at Interlake High School. Ever since he was
young, he participated in CIE Math and Science competitions, which
were defining moments in his childhood. This inspired him to
participate in activities in math, such as AMC, Math is Cool, Math
Kangaroo, and more. The hands-on science competitions from CIE
were so fun, they ignited a lasting passion for STEM. Since then, he
has participated in Robotics (First Tech Challenge) and Science
Olympiad. He also participated in a hackathon with a few of his friends
and other coding competitions.
Following his amazing experiences with competition and STEM events
in his community, he decided to introduce this wonderful experience to
the younger Asian community by hosting his own hackathon with a
group of his friends. This event was directed towards middle and high
school students, with student-led workshops that widened the
participant’s views of STEM, including some basic programming. They
also provided nightly check-ins with fun games, making the event fun,
educational, and helped them make new friends.
In addition to these events, he also enjoys playing soccer and the violin
in his free time, and occasionally spends some time learning other
languages.

Nathan Zhang
11th Grader
Interlake High School
Special Award - Extracurricular
Excellence

Technical Seminars
For 2020, before the pandemic, we were planning to conduct our technical seminars onsite at the
hosting companies. However, due to the pandemic, like most activities, we moved our technical
seminars online. Also, we increased our collaboration with other professional associations, such as the
Society of Chinese American Aerospace Engineers (SCAAE) and Seattle Chinese Biomedical Association
(SCBA).
On June 2020, we hosted our first online seminar, in
collaboration with the SCAAE. The seminar, titled “Safe
Travel in New Pandemic Environment”, focused on
technologies and measures that the airplane
manufacturing and airline industries developed to
ensure air travel safety. Stephen Lee, founder of Sine
Draco Aviation, organized and hosted the seminar. Over
40 people attended the seminar. It was a great
experience.
As the result of cancellation of our annual convention,
our major technical seminars at the annual convention
were cancelled as well. The cancellation of our 2020 also
deprived the opportunities for our distinguished
awardees of Asian American Luminary Award (AALA) to
accept their awards and give their acceptance speeches.
Each of our AALA awardees has a successful career; and
thus vast amount of knowledge and key personal
guiding principles to share. With enthusiastic support
from the awardees, we organized a four-part AALA seminar series on entrepreneurship, public affairs
and services, corporate leadership, and health. More than 200 people attended one or more seminars
in the series.
The first AALA seminar took place on Jan 16, 2021. Christopher Own, CEO and owner of VOXA, our
entrepreneurship award winner, and Y.P. Chan, CEO and owner of Avidian Technologies Inc. were the
speakers. James Lee was the moderator. The prepared presentation delivered valuable information on
the challenges and keys to achieve successful startup. The extended Q&A session after the
presentations was even more interesting because of the many great questions and answers.

Technical Seminars (Continue)
The second AALA seminar, titled “U.S., China and Chinese American: A human Bridge for Better
Bilateral Relations” took place on Jan 30th 2021. Conrad Lee, Councilmember and formal mayor of City
of Bellevue, and Nelson Dong, partner and Head of National Security Law Group of Dorsey & Whiney
LLP, Seattle, were the speakers. Mathew Ma, Attorney was the moderator.
The third AALA seminar, titled “How to transition from Manager to Leader” took place on Feb 13, 2021.
Lan Ye, Corporate VP of Microsoft, and Nyle Miyamoto, Senior Director of Airplane Engineering
Integration of Boeing Commercial Airplanes were the speakers. Angelina Huang was the moderator.
The fourth AALA seminar, titled “From Pandemic to Cancers: Tackling the Health Challenges In the 21st
Century”, was held on Feb 27, 2021. Ning Zheng, professor of UW, and Shan-Lu Liu, professor of Ohio
State University, were the speakers. Yong Zhou was the moderator. We collaborated with SCBA on this
seminar.
We collaborated with SCBA again on 9/25/2021 for another seminar on “Cosmetic surgery and AntiAging” by Professor Lee Li-Qun Pu, and “Pause Life: Development of Novel Tech for Biopreservation
and Deep Temperature” by Dr. Shen Ren.
In December 2021, we will have another seminar on
entrepreneurship by Austin Wang, Co-founder and CTO, of
Groove Labs Inc.

2020 Education Program
As part of CIE 2020 Road-to-College program, on July 15, 2020, Ms. Aubrey Weaver, Assistant
Admission Director from the University of Washington, provided insights on the trends of college
admission due to COVID19. CIE scholarship winners admitted to Yale, Columbia, and Dartmouth
demonstrated their academic profile, emphasized extracurricular importance, and offered tips on
admission essay writing. Event Counselor Diane Li also educated the CIE community on the college
admission process.
Speaker
Chloe
Liu
Ming
Fong
Zitao
Li
George
Lan
Sarah
Wang

High School
Bellevue High
School
Hazen High
School
Interlake High
School
Interlake High
School
Mercer Island
High School

College
Claremont
McKenna College
UC Berkeley
Dartmouth
Yale
Columbia
University

2021 Education Program
Along each student’s Road-To-College journey, there are supporting parents. Responded to
overwhelming requests from our CIE parents' communities, on June 13, 2021, we invited three parents
(students in Harvard, Stanford, UPenn) to share how they supported their students on their path to
college. The event attracted over 200 attendees.
Yong Zhou - Father of Iris

Iris Zhou - High School Class of 2018

Senior Research Scientist

UPenn Business (Wharton)
CIE Scholarship Winner

Marlena Ma - Mother of Edwin

Edwin Ong - High School Class of 2019

Business Owner

High School Class of 2019
Stanford U. Economic
Mayor Lee Internship

Rose Pan - Mother of Patrick

Patrick Pan - High School Class of 2014

Educator

Harvard/NEC Computer Science, Music
Cambridge Philosophy
Startup Founder

Mentorship Program
In collaboration with University of Washington Technology and Business Association (TBA -UW)
and Chinese Entrepreneurship Network (CEN-UW), mentorship program was established in
November 2017. This program allows CIE/USA-SEA to provide one of in-depth services to our
college student communities. Where in the program, CIE/USA-SEA will recruit qualified
leaders as mentors and TBA-UW/CEN-UW will recruit UW students as mentees. This program
has been planned once per year beginning in April and lasts approximate 6 months. On the
one-to-one basis, mentors will be coaching mentees for their career, personal and
leadership development.
Recruited from corporate VPs, business leaders and prominent engineers in the various fields,
we had 9 mentors and 13 mentees (students) participated in the 2020 program and 7 mentors
and 8 mentees in the 2021 program. During these two difficult pandemic years, most students
were returned to their home countries and using virtual communication “Zoom” were specially
challenging for both mentors and mentees.

Robotic Program - FIRST Tech Challenge Team 18225 High Definition
FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC), formerly known as FIRST Vex Challenge, is
a robotics competition for students in grades 7–12 to compete head to
head, by designing, building, and programming a robot to compete in
an alliance format against other teams. FIRST Tech Challenge is the one
of the four major robotics programs organized by FIRST, which its other
three programs include FIRST Lego League Explore, FIRST Lego League
Challenge, and FIRST Robotics Competition.
High Definition is a 2nd year time from Bellevue, Washington. Their team members range from
grades 7-12 united by their passions for STEM and learning. Their biggest team goal is to
increase STEM educational opportunities for all students. To achieve this, they’ve hosted a
variety of workshops teaching Python and CAD, and hosting a “Connecting with Professionals”
series where they connect STEM professionals with students around the world.
In the 2020-2021 season, High Definition received the Inspire Award (the most prestigious Award in FTC) at the Washington
State Championships and was the 5th highest ranked team in the robot game. Additionally, they were honored to be one of
twenty FTC Innovation Challenge Finalists in the world.

Some of their goals for the 2021-2022 season include starting 20 new FLL and FTC Teams, hosting a global online CADathon,
continuing and expanding the Connecting with Professionals series, and advocating for STEM education statewide and
nationally.
CIE/USA-Seattle Chapter is sponsoring a local robotics team: FIRST Robotics team 18225 High Definition. The CIE board
directors Mark Ma and Xiaoxi Wang serve as the first coach and the mentor respectively. CIE is open to supporting more
teams like High Definition.

About AAEOY
AAEOY stands for Asian American Engineer of the Year award, an annual recognition event on
the national platform to honor the most distinguished professionals with their leadership,
technical achievements and remarkable public services. As a part of the National Engineers
Week (DiscoverE) Program, AAEOY was first introduced in 2002, This event has since become
a prestigious and important forum for Corporate America, Academia, and Government entities
in promoting of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics) activities.
Since 2002, hundreds of Asian-American professionals from leading US corporations,
prestigious research institutions as well as US Armed Forces have been selected as the
recipients of the prestigious Award. The past awardees included Nobel Laureates, academia,
key corporate executives and astronauts.
Besides recognizing outstanding Asian American engineers and scientists from across the
country, special Distinguished awards were also created to honors and celebrates the
achievements of Asian Americans for their global stature and influence. Those awardees have
served as role models and a source of inspiration for the STEM community as a whole. Many
internationally known individuals have received these Distinguished awards at the AAEOY
events since 2002.

Due to the pandemic, 2020 AAEOY was postponed until 2021. Virtual receptions and awards
were held on the July 17th and 18th, 2021 in San Francisco. Various celebration events were
also held during the years.
2022 AAEOY has been scheduled on the August 5 th and 6th, 2022 in Los Angeles. For more
details for this upcoming exciting event, please visit the website www.aaeoy.org.

2020-2021 AAEOY
Asian American Engineer of the Year
2020-2021 AAEOY
San Francisco Bay Area, CA

The 2020-2021 AAEOY Award and Conference, hosted by the CIE/USA-SF (San Francisco Bay Area),
includes a series of virtual events shown below.

The Distinguished
Leadership in
Technology Award
went to Ms. Anne
Chow, CEO, AT&T
Business, AT&T
Communications.

Distinguished
Lifetime
Achievement Award
was presented to Mr.
Jensen Huang,
Founder, President
and CEO, NVIDIA.

Besides the Distinguished Awards, we were also honoring 18 awardees in the categories of Asian
American Executive of the Year Award, Asian American Engineer of the Year Award and Asian American
Most Promising Engineer of the Year Award. These honorees are from corporations including Boeing,
IBM, TI, ams, GM and DuPont, and from government entities including Sandia National Laboratories,
Idaho National Laboratory, Naval Air Warfare Center, Army Inspector General Agency, Air Force
Research Laboratory, Navy Undersea Warfare Center and Army Engineer Research and Development
Center. For more details, please refer to the award website 2020.aaeoy.org.

2020-2021 AAEOY (Continue)

Collaborations between CIE/USA Seattle and the CareerUp Club
The Career UpClub is a Seattle-based 501(c)(3) non-profit organization established by a group of Asian
professionals from the high-tech industry. The mission is to build a strong community for professionals
and help them grow their careers. The Club has about 2500 members in the Greater Seattle area, with
10% of them are managers in various industries. They have been hosting very successful weekly and
monthly events, in either online or offline format, to address a wide variety of topics such as improving
soft skills. More detailed information can be found at the website: https://www.careerupclub.org/.
CIE/USA Seattle have proudly partnered the CareerUp Club since the very beginning of 2021 and have
provided events that benefit the communities.
To provide a casual safe environment between leaders and aspiring leaders from various industries, we
established the CIE-CUC Leadership Fireside Chat Series. Instead of traditional presentations, the
Leadership Fireside Chat Series takes a Q&A format with the moderator asking leading questions that a
panelist responds to in a relaxed manner. The setting is to promote interactions with the audience. The
Series will initially open only to 400+ manager-level audiences in the Greater Seattle area. The
panelists are the past awardees of CIE AALA Leadership Award, including Microsoft CVP Lan Ye,
Microsoft CVP Donna Liu, and Boeing Senior Director Nyle Miyamoto. Below please find the flyers.

CIE/USA hosted two AAEOY (Asian American Engineer of the Year) career fair events on June 5 and July
31. The CareerUp Club participated in the both events as the booth host and the seminar panelist. See
the flyers on the right side.
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CIE/USA-SEATTLE would like to pay tribute to the following corporations and businesses
for their kind sponsorship to our none-profit organization:

Diamond Sponsorship
The Boeing Company

Gold Sponsorship
Wolf Greenfield
Dorsey & Whitney LLP
WPI Real Estate

Silver Sponsorship
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Seattle
Science & Technology Division,
Taipei Economic & Cultural Office in San Francisco
We also extend our appreciation to our partner organizations to co-host various events
in our professional communities:

Career Up Club (CUC)
Committee of 100
Society of Chinese-American Aerospace Engineers (SCAAE)
Seattle Chinese Biomedical Association (SCBA)
Technical and Business Association (TBA-UW)
Chinese Entrepreneurship Network (CEN-UW)

proud supporters
Dorsey & Whitney LLP is proud to support the Chinese Institute of
Engineers-Seattle Chapter. Thank you for your important dedication
to promoting professional and academic excellence in the Asian
American community.
Founded in 1912, Dorsey is an international law ﬁrm with over 550
attorneys practicing in 19 ofﬁces worldwide. From start-ups to global
leaders, we advise clients in IP prosecution, defense, and protection
as well as raising capital, contracting with partners, attracting and
retaining employees, strategic transactions, and more.
We have long been committed to China and the entire Asia-Paciﬁc
region. We opened our Hong Kong ofﬁce in 1995, and today, our
China-focused team works across continents with a worldwide view,
whether helping U.S. and other international entities successfully
conduct business in China, or helping Chinese companies and
individuals achieve their business goals in the United States and
around the globe.
Dorsey’s Seattle team includes:

BEST
LAWYERS

129 Lawyers Recognized
Representing 50+ Practices
The Best Lawyers in America 2022
(BL Rankings LLC)

IP

LEADING
LAWYERS

13 DORSEY LAWYERS
Ranked for IP Skills & Service
in Chambers USA 2021

TIER 1
CORPORATE
LAW FIRM

Nationally ranked in
U.S. News–Best Lawyers 2021
(BL Rankings LLC)

From left to right: Guanxi Zheng (M&A), Wendy Feng (Trial), Kimton Eng (Patent), Tina Choi (Patent),
Nelson Dong (National Security), Augustine Lo (International Trade), Mika Ito (Patent)

Columbia Center
701 Fifth Avenue, Suite 6100
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 903-8800

dorsey.com

